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THULE PARAMOUNT BACKPACK 27L

Thule Paramount Backpack 27L 
PARABP2216 
A weather-resistant backpack with secure entry points  
and organization for the modern commuter.

1. Protect a 15.6" laptop and 10.5" tablet in the thickly padded 
storage pockets

2. Two way access to main compartment through top-load entry or 
side zipper

3. Store small accessories in exterior side access pocket with a 
zippered mesh pocket and slip pockets for organization

4. Magnetic flap conveniently fastens in multiple positions for added 
weather protection

5. Easily access a metro card on your commute with the shoulder 
strap slip pocket

6. Additional accessory storage includes a quick access top-loading 
zippered pocket, front pocket with secure magnetic flap closure, 
and a hidden backpanel pocket

7. Main compartment organization includes a secure mesh pocket 
plus two padded, structured pockets for files, a notebook, or a 
tablet

8. Carry in comfort with a padded, mesh backpanel designed for 
airflow and breathability

9. Keep a water bottle close or quickly stash items in the large side 
pocket

10. Designed with durable 420D nylon material with a water-resistant 
finish, YKK zippers, and reflective details

MODEL NUMBER UPC / EAN CODE COLOR

3204216 085854246989  Black

3204489 085854249706  Racing green

3204490 085854249713  Timberwolf

REPLACES AVAILABLE DATE CATEGORY
New September 1, 2021 Bags & Cases

EXTERNAL DIMS (LENGTH X DEPTH X HEIGHT)
13.0 x 10.6 x 19.7 in 33.0 x 27.0 x 50.0 cm

INTERNAL DIMS (LENGTH X DEPTH X HEIGHT)
15.2 x 1.2 x 10.4 in 38.5 x 3.1 x 26.5 cm

IN-PACKAGING DIMS (LENGTH X DEPTH X HEIGHT)
13.0 x 2.8 x 19.7 in 33.0 x 7.0 x 50.0 cm

PRODUCT WEIGHT PRODUCT VOLUME
2.60 lbs / 1.18 kg 1648 cu. in. / 27.0 L

PACKAGING TYPE PRODUCT MATERIALS
Hangtag Nylon

MASTER CARTON QTY MASTER CARTON WEIGHT
2 6.19 lb / 2.81 kg

MASTER CARTON DIMS
20.0 x 13.3 x 10.1 in 50.8 x 33.8 x 25.6 cm 

MASTER CARTON VOLUME
1.5523 cu ft 0.0440 cbm

COUNTRY OF ORIGIN WARRANTY POLY BAG
Vietnam Limited Lifetime Single
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